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MODELLING THREE DIMENSIONAL
ANIMATED, DETAILED, AND EMOTIONAL

FACIAL EXPRESSIONS
Alice J. Lin* and Fuhua (Frank) Cheng*

Abstract

This paper presents methods for generating 3D facial expressions'

Special pattern functions ane created and employed to generate

detailed, animated facial expressions. The created pattern functions

include wrinkle patterns (forehead wrinkles, eye corner wrinkles,

cheek wrinkles, and frown wrinkies), dimple pattern, and eye pouch

effect pattern. A formula for generating realistic, animated teardrops

is introduced. Methods for generating real-time vivid shedding tears

is also shown. Test results show that these methods are robust,

accurate, and consequently will advance 3D facial expressions and

animations significantly.
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1. Introduction

Generating compelling animated facial expressions is an

extremely important and challenging aspect of computer
graphics. The most important aspect of character anima-

tions is the character's ability to render appropriate facial

expressions. Although well designed and animated in re-

cent 3D games, virtual reality, computer vision' and ani-

mation movies, computer-generated human faces lack de-

tailed surface geometry and emotional expressions: tears.

The more detailed the facial expressions) the greater the

visual reality. Facial movements and expressions are the

most effective and accurate ways.of communicating one's

emotions. Although weeping and tears are a common con-

comitant of sad expressions) tears are not indicative of any

particular emotion, as in tears of joy. With tears, the face

increases the richness as an instrument for communication.
Provtne et al. [1], [2] provided an experiment that re-

moved tears from a sad faciai picture. The picture with no

tears showed faces' emotional uncertainty' ambiguity, awe,

concernl or puzzlement, and not just a decrease in sadness.

Sometimes, after the removal of the tears, the faces do not

look sad at all and instead look neutral.
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Recently, the increasing appearance of virtual charac-
ters in computer games, commercials, and movies makes

the facial expressions even more important. Computer
graphics researchers have been greatly interested in this
subject and we have seen considerable innovation in 3D
facial expressions during the last decade. However, there
have been no theories and methods of making dramatic or
realistic animated 3D tears. In the past, the artist usually
used various textures to accentuate the static tears. As
tears, which consist mostly of water, has high specular
reflection and transparency, those antiquated texture tears
cannot achieve this degree of realism. We thus present the
methods to simulate real-time shedding of tears.

2. Related Work

Facial modelling and animation based on geometric ma-
nipulations include key-framing and geometric interpola-
tions [3], parameterizations [4] , finite element methods [5],
muscle-based modelling f6], visual simulation using pseudo

muscles [7], sptine modeis [8], and free-form deformations

[7]. Oat [9] presented a technique that involves composit-
ing multiple wrinkle maps and artist animated weights to
create a final wrinkled normal map. Face animation em-
ploys anatomical models [10], 111]. They allow extending
the range of motions beyond muscle-driven expresslons by
incorporating external forces. Several approaches focus on
specific anatomical models for wrinkle simulation [12] [14].
Hadap et al. [15] proposed a texture-based method to
generate wrinkle textures from triangle deformation for
clothes. Kang et ol. 116] modelled fine wrinkles procedu-

rally to approximate wrinkling phenomena on cloth. Cut-
Ier et al. 117] used a stress map to synthesize new wrinkles
from a database manually created by artists. Popa et al.

[18] used a wrinkle generation method to improve the qual-

ity of specific frames of captured cloth, based on shadows

in the recorded images.

Simulation of water in real-time using particle-based
methods is likely the optimal choice and has become pop-
ular in recent years [19], [20]. Particles are typically gener-

ated according to a controlled stochastic process. Particle
systems simulate certain fizzy phenomena. The parame-

ters in the simulation are ail or mostly fuzzv values. Wang



Figure 1. Six frames of a running cycle.

et al. l2I] presented a method to simulate water drops on
surfaces. The tear simulations rely on textures 122], 123).
These methods are not appiicable to generating animated
tears. Overall, our approaches achieve better realism.

3. Adding Detailed Animated Expressions

To generate detailed animated expressions, we apply pat-
tern functions to the facial models. We defined the pat-
tern function as a combination of primary function P and
damping. Primary function P:p1-lpz+...) can be only
one basic pattern function p1 or several basic pattern func-
tions p;, i:1,2,3,.... The pattern function is layered on
top of the selected area. It describes the surface of the skin
change. As the pattern function adjusts the vertices se-

quentially, the form and shape in the selected area changes

over time. "Adjusting the parameters of the pattern func-
tions precisely controls the shape of the expression. Mov-
ing the layer of pattern functions refines the expression
location. The detailed movement of the expression is a
function of the time parameter f in each time interval. The
damping function influences the smoothness around the
selected area where we applied expression patterns. The
damping function dictates expression patterns to decrease

and then vanish towards the borders of the selected re-
gion. All the pattern functions we developed below are in
the Cartesian coordinate system. The variables (r, y, z)
in all formulations are local coordinates; a, B, and 1 are
parameters; t is time.

3.1 Wlirrkles

3. 1. 1 Forehead Wrinkles

The pattern function,

n oa' j-inrtr'2+g2 l-(l sintarctan{f lt sintdxarctan{9r))2tl 
-,

(r )

is for forehead wrinkles. a controls the depth of wrinkles
and B describes the style of wrinkles. Figure 1 shows six
frames of a running cycle of this pattern. We applied
this pattern function to the forehead surface (Fig. 2(a)).
The facial model with wrinkles in the forehead is shown in
Fig. 2(b). We also applied it to Fig. 4(a) and got the result
in Fig. a(b).

3.1.2 Eye Corner Wrinkles

For eye corner wrinkles,

p:a xrB"'\/t" 'q2-i sirr11\arclan(y/J)) 
- ? e)

Figure 2. (a) Neutral facial expression and (b) applica-
tion of forehead wrinkles, eye corner wrinkles, and chee.: Figr
wrinkles.
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Figure 3. Created pattern functions. (a) Eye corner wrin- vali
kles; (b) frown wrinkles; and (c) cheek wrinkles. onll
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where o describes the depth of eye corner wrinkles, p is a. vali
preset constant, and 7 controls the number of eye corne- the

wrinkles. Figure 3(a) is the pattern for eye corner wrinkles.
We applied the pattern to both eye corners (Fig. 2(a) 3.2
The result is shown in Fig. 2(b).
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3.1 .3 Cheek Wrinkles

The pattern function for cheek u'rinkles is

p:axsin(Bx vATF+t)-z (3

where a describes the depth of cheek winkles and p controls
the number of cheek wrinkles. Figure 3(c) is the patterr-
fbr cheek wrinkles. We add pattern functions to cheeli--
(FiS. 2(a)) to improve mouth animations and make the
face look alive. This achieves the realism of cheek skin. Ar-
example is shown in Fig. 2(b).

3.1.1 Frown Wri,nkles

In (4) and Fig. 3(b) is the pattern function for the frown.
o controls the depth of frown wrinkles and p controls the
distance between wrinkles. An example of applying this
function to Fig. 4(a) is shown in Fig. 4(c):

din
the
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p: ax sin(r x yl(p+t)) -, (j
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Figure 4. (a) Neutral facial expression; (b) dynamic forehead wrinkles; and (c) frown'

3. 1. 5 Dynamic An'imatr'ons

The pattern function controls the polygons and directly

controls the displacements of the mesh vertices' Displacing

the vertices chh'nges the original positions of the vertices,

based on the calculated value of the pattern function' To

produce dynamic animations, the pattern firnctlon is not

applied to each vertex ofthe selected region' For a selected

region with l[ vertices, we only set certain n vertices as

,rulid ur.d keep the remaining ltl - n vertices as null' We

only compute the deformation of the selected surface at

each vertex that is influenced by pattern functions' The

valid vertices are randomly chosen and cover all areas in

the selected region. Figure  (b) is an example'

3.2 Dimple and EYe Pouch Effects

Figure 5. Created patterns.
effects.

(a) Dimple and (b) eye pouch

Figure 6. (a) Neutral expression and (b) dimple function

applied to cheeks.

regions, such as the eye pouches, chin, cheeks, or temple'

The pattern function for eye pouch effects is:

p: l(cos(r*a x t) fcos(s + B xt))1llt- z (6)

where o and B describe trembling styles and 7 controls the

height of the trembling skin that is sticking out. The degree

of impact can be manipulated by adjusting parameters of

3.2.1Dimple

Dimples are visible indentations of the skin' In most cases,

facial dimples appear on the cheeks, and they are typically

not visible until someone smiles. The pattern function for

a dimple is,

p:log(r2+y2+t)-z (5)

Figure 5(a) is the pattern for a dimple' We applied the

dimple function on both cheeks (Fig' 6(a)) and generated

the result in Fie. 6(b).

3.2.2 Eye Pouch Effects

In 3D facial expressions, people usualiy either exaggerate

the emotion or make a straight face' Emotions, such as

anger or sadness, are usually expressed as opening the

mouth and eyes widely and furrowing the eyebrows or

deforming the face. Subtle facial expressions also express

a person's emotion. To show an angry or sad person,

for instance, we can use facial skin trembling on different
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the equation. The pattern is shown in Fig. 5(b). Figure 7

shows a frame of a running cycle.

4. Generating Animated Tears

4.1 Dripping Tears

There are two kinds of tear animations. One is the dripping
tear (Fig.9), where the tear falls quickly to the ground,
rather than falling slow1y down the skin. The teardrop

continually changes shape and falls as time increases. The
formula we have developed to generate this kind of tear is:

a x sin(u)sin(u)
f x cos(u)

(7

a, B, and ) are preset parameters. a and p describe
the sizes of the tear, and ) describes the speed of the
dropping tear. t represents the time of animation. z and i'
are parameters. Figure 8 presents a visual representatiorr
of this phenomenon. When the teardrop is falling, time
increases and the teardrop's shape continually changes
from left to right (Fig. 8). Fig. 9 is an example of dripping
tears on a chiid's face. The example shows four frames o:
a running cycle.

4.2 Shedding Tears

Another type of tear is the shedding tear. This kind of tear
flows along the surface of the skin on the face (Fig. 12).
The tear travels over the skin, but it is an individual
object. The tear has to become seamlessly connected with
the skin and will roll down as time passes. The procedure
for generating shedding tears that we have created is a-.

fbllows.
Step One: We identify the area that the tear will pass

through on the face, and extract this area as an individuaj
surface. As the face mesh generaliy is not fine enough for
detailed simulation, we use linear subdivision to refine the
mesh of the extracted surface, and call it the base surface
(Fig. 10(a)).

Step Two: From the outline of the base surface.
we construct the object - the tear will wrap around on
the base surface. Figure 11(a) is a simple illustration.
The red piane is the base surface. The black plane (top
surface) is a surface parallel to the base surface (red). The
remaining planes in Fig. 11(a) are constructed surfaces
that all connect to both parallel surfaces (red and black).
AIso see Fig. 10(b) and (c).

Step Three'. Figure 11(b) shows how the tear head is
constructed when the tear is rolling down the face. The

a x sin(u) cos(u)
- --------.------- ' v-f x cos(u)

z:{3xfxcos(z)f)xt

Figu
(b) ,

(d) ,

noisr

Figure 7. Eye pouch effects.
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Figure 8. Six selected frames of a running cycle
teardrop changing shape.

ofa

Figure 9. Four selected frames of a running cycle (dripping tears).
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plane abcd represents a base surface that is the same as

tt " 
,"d plane in Fig. 11(a). The plane mnpo is the top

surface and is the same as the black plane in Fig' 11(a)'

Now, we extrude the planes gfcp, hgpo, and hedo' The

result is shown in the green region' The green part of the

object is the tear head (also see Fig' 10(d))' Then, we

smooth the tear head (green region), giving us the result

as in Fig. 10(e).

Step Four: We randomly add noise to the tear surface

to simuiate the roughness of the skin' The components of

human facial skin appearance are skin surface grease' hair'

skin layers, fine wrinkles' wrinkles, pores, moles, freckies'

etc. F,verv human face has a certain degree of roughness'

When the tears flow along the surface of the skin' some

amount of tears are trapped, stuck, or blocked by the skin'

The tear stain (path) shows that some places are thick and

some places arethin. Generally, in 3D facial modelling' the

,orrghttess of facial skin is represented by texture and the

geometric structure of the facial surface is smooth' Tears

f,ave high specular reflection and transparency' With the

smooth facial surface, the tear will be evenly distributed in

the path of the tear. The tear stain will look like a belt' and

the simulation will not properly achieve realism' Thus' we

add random noise to the top surface (black in Fig' 1 1 (a) ) to

reflect the facial skin roughness' In Fig' 10(b)' we see two

parallel planes. This is only for demonstration' These two

surfaces are seen as almost one surface in the simulation'

They are very close, so we randomly choose vertices to rise

above the top surface. The vertices cannot go below the

top surfacel otherwise the tear may intersect with the face

surface. The density of noise we add depends on the skin's

roughness. Rougher skin will add more bumps. The top

surface with noise is shown in Fig. 10(f).

When noise is added to the top surface, the surface

is deformed. The deformation is based on the method of

moving least squares (MLS). Suppose there are n points 1o-

cated at positions pi,P:{pue IR',d:3}, ie{1,2,"',n},
the surface function /(z) is defined over an arbitrary pa-

rameter domain fl, which approximates the given scalar

values fi for a moving point re IRd in the MLS sense' /
is taken from f[f, the space of polynomia]s of total de-

gree r in d spatial dimensions' F'(r) is a weighted least

squares (WLS) formulation for an arbitrary fixed point

in lRd. When this point moves over the entire parameter

domain, a WLS fit is evaluated for each point individually'

Then, the fitting function /(r) is obtained from a set of

local approximation functions ,F.(r).

f (r): arg minp.;1 *D",:.*o(ll'_prll)llr(pz)- /,ll (8)

F(r) : br (-c)c1r1: Ir.,, ._r4(r)"i\r\ (e)

then, /(r) can be expressed as

f (r) :minf .n(ll* - pnll)llb'(pn)"@) - f"ll' (10)

where b(") : lbr (r), br(*) , . . - ,b*(*))' is the polvnomial

basis vector and c(z) : [c1 (r), cz(r) , . . . , "*(,)]' is the vec-

tor of unknown coefficients, which we want to resolve'

The number zn of elements in b(r) and c(r) is given by

m:\+#. *n(ll, - erll) is the weighting function bv dis-

tance [o r. *(0): F+= Setting the parameter e to zero

results in a singulaiitj''at d:0, which forces the MLS fit
function to interpolate the data.

Setting the partial derivatives of /(r) to zero, we

obtain,

W: 2f ,n(ll" - p)l)bi@o)lbr (p1)c:(r) - fo]: s
oci\r) 

(11)

where j :I,. . . ,m, arrd we can get,

i*{ll, - p,ll)b(p)b'(pn)r(r): I,tuu1|1" - pl)b(po)ft
(12)

If the matrix A:Dnrn(ll, - p"l)b(pl)br (Pr) is not

singular, 'i.e.,its determinant is not zero, then,

c(r) :A-'(t, *n(ll, - p"ll)u(p)f,) (13)

Figure 10. Generating shedding tears' (a) Base surface;

(bj copying base surface; (c) two connected surfaces;

ial *"il"J tear head; (e) smoothed tear head; and (f)

noise added to the toP surface.

(a)

Figure 1f. (a) Constructed
and (b) making tear head.

object (represents the tears)

As a result,

f (,) : rf (r7.+-1(Du r,tll' - p,ll)b(pt)ft) (14)

Step Fi,ue: For the animation of shedding tears, we

assume Fig. 11(a) is a path of tear flowing from the top

of the object. When time starts (t1), we select a certain

n

51
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Figure 12. Four selected frames of a running cycie (shedding tears).

portion of the vertices (see Flg. 11(a), the vertices above

the piane abcd) on the top side of the object. As time
passes (t2), the selected portion of the object increases in
size (see Fig. 11(a), the vertices above the plane efgh). For
each time point, there is a corresponding set of vertices.
We use the height of the tear path to indicate the covered
portion of the vertices. Height is h: s I c x t, where s and
c are constant, and f is time.

We used the above five-step procedure to make an
example (Fig. 12) of shedding tears that flow along the
skin surface. The example shows four frames of a running
cycle.

5. Conclusion

The research of this paper continued from our previous
work 124]. In this paper, we have improved and modified
methods and procedures. We have developed pattern func-
tions and tears for providing a powerful means of generat-

ing natural looking expressions and animations. Although
there were a number of methods for generating wrinkles
previously, only few were actually used due to their com-
plexity, need for special devices, or production of unreal-
istic results. Consequently, the significant advantages of
our methods compared to existing methods and software

are: the methods produced realistic and expressive results
with fast performance. The process fbr generating detailed
facial expressions requires less human intervention or te-
dious tuning. It works on a particular person's face quickly
and effectively. Generating expression models often require
substantial artistic skills. These methods appeal to both
beginner and prof'essional users as they are intuitive and
easy to use. Our methods are not developed with ad hoc
techniques, so it is easily extendible and works in conjunc-
tion with existing software and techniques, allowing users

to go from a static mesh to an animated face quickly and

effortlessly.
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